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This year was an interesting year for golf course owners and investors, as “weather” was the
proverbial “four- letter word”. Bad weather drove both playable hours and rounds down. As
a consequence, there was no growth in revenue on average. However, golf course values
were up this year in the face of these headwinds. What does this mean to you as a course
owner and how should you prepare?

RECENTLY SOLD

Winchester Country Club
18 Holes—Meadow Vista, CA

Fig. 1 (We do not count large portfolio sales, or large golf resort sales, as they are not reflective of the average and median golf
course true value. Likewise, golf courses that closed and sold for housing that artificially inflates values are not counted in the
averages or medians).

Rounds, Revenue and Course Closings
Golf utilization was up by 1% according to Pellucid Corp Report, playable hours were down
and so were rounds, year over year. In 2018 available playable hours were down 6.2% vs.
2017. The 1% decline in the supply of courses mitigated the decline in rounds. Pellucid
calculated the annual rounds for a EHE (18 hole equivalent) was down from 33K to 31.7K.
According to the NGF, 205 courses closed, 15 courses opened, giving us a net of 190
closures. However, an unprecedented number reopened (96) after renovations. We would be
saying, excitedly, “another year of net loss of almost 200 golf courses nationwide” (which
seems to be the case every year) but with 96 reopening, (continued on page 5)…
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First, The Macro Economic Picture
Unlike most commercial real estate, Multifamily, Apartments,
Retail etc., Golf Industry performance has yet to follow that
of our US macroeconomic performance. The current
economic expansion cycle buoyed by strong fundamentals has
fueled healthy revenue growth and greater profit margins
across core commercial real estate, but in our airspace golf has
been an outlier.
Golf has yet to see any real growth in rounds, EBITDA or
revenue in six years since the decline in golf course values
ended in 2012. Furthermore, stock market volatility towards
the end of 2018 and fears of an inflated yield curve have many
on alert for a possible advancing recession. The stock market
has since corrected, but caution remains. How are buyers
reacting?

experienced golf operators, groups of private individuals who
have a passion for the game of golf (doctors, lawyers, high net
worth individuals) - still actively pursue $1M—$3M
opportunities.
Perhaps the most active group though, are those looking for
redevelopment opportunities, specifically in regions with
strong demographics and a lack of developable acreage,
whereby the value of the course’s underlying land far exceeds
the golf asset itself.

The Valuations
Valuations, apart from cash flow, prioritize memberships and
golf related revenue above all else, prefer strong Tier 1
markets with strong demographics, and little deferred capital
expenditures. Based on these parameters, deal-flow has
provided a range of between 10% - 16% cap rates through
2018. Institutional class investors generally acquire in the 10%
Stock Market Volatility
- 12% range, focusing more on private clubs with dependable
Despite those fears, Commercial Real Estate fundamentals
membership revenue and easily identifiable upside.
remained healthy in 2018, and investors are still pursuing,
albeit cautiously, good opportunities. With healthy real estate
fundamentals, tax reform underway, low interest rates, a On the rare occasion, a non-golf entity may pursue an 10%
fragmented airspace, continued economic growth, and billions cap for strong, dependable cash flow, strictly a result of the
of dollars in investment capital slowly being repatriated, the improved yield over alternative investment opportunities.
golf investment market will present opportunities for the savvy Profitable deals where sellers are seeking a 10% cap rate (10X
EBITDA) still need to show substantial upside to trade at that
investor moving forward.
price. Regardless, sophisticated investors widely challenge an
10% cap as overpriced.
Which begs the question: do investors believe the stock
market is over-valued and due for a major correction? If so,
and if the current economic growth spurs an increase in Smaller transactions often classify at the higher 12% - 14%
inflation, we should see more capital deployed into the golf range, with lower golf related revenue and a more diverse
airspace as a hedge maneuver, and possibly increase the business mix the cause. For the sub-$3M tranche of golf
assets, gross revenue multiple (GRM) is still the most widely
number of golf transactions.
used pricing metric. Even at a 12% cap rate (8X EBITDA), a
property representing a GRM over 1.5X is considered
Who’s Buying?
In fact, 2018 showed evidence to that exact possibility, as new aggressively priced. This would not be the case for golf assets
players and cross-over buyers chasing yield continue to with high 6-figure or even 7-figure EBITDA. These assets
inquire about golf opportunities, looking to move out of an trade on a cap rate basis (double-digit, minimum), and
overbought stock market. As always, first-time golf course investors seek an IRR in the low to mid 20% unlevered and
buyers entering the golf airspace - PGA professionals or the GRM could near 2X. ◊
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O R H U RT I N G

C OUR S E S ?

By Chris Karamitsos Christopher.Karamitsos@MarcusMillichap.com & Robert Waldron Robert.Waldron@MarcusMillichap.com ◊

buzz at the PGA Show this year seemed to center of Top Golf and its customers in 2017. They found that 23%
of the over 1,500 people surveyed who have been playing golf
around technology. Nearly everyone we spoke to wanted to
for less than 3 years, started playing after their first Top Golf
tell us about the latest technology innovations for their
experience. They emphasize that more than half of the nonproduct. Drivers are now being built using artificial
golfers who have visited Top Golf say that their experience
intelligence. Range finders and GPS continue to improve their
has influenced their interest in playing traditional golf. A
features, however we were most impressed by the
ringing endorsement? Not so fast, says Pellucid. In their
advancement golf simulators which are now incorporating
“State of the Industry Report” presented at this year’s PGA
Trackman type features such as statistics and ball flight.
Merchandise Show, they point out that 29% of visitors that
already play golf report playing more golf. Pellucid interprets
Increased innovation of golf simulators continues to spur the
this to mean that 71% are playing the same amount or less;
growth of indoor driving ranges providing an opportunity for
ergo, competition. They also point out that given the total
golfers to enjoy the game when they otherwise could not get
player capacity of the average golf course vs. the average Top
out on a green grass course such as at night and during
Golf, and factoring Top Golf’s recent expansion, Top Golf
extreme weather conditions. An added benefit of installing
has added 12% of competitive inventory to the market.
simulators, is that they provide an incentive for increased
Pellucid raises one more very interesting and valid question.
visits to the property and subsequently added revenue sources.
Its pretty much “settled science” that millennials have chosen
recreational activities other than golf in which to invest their
Most of us have followed the growth of the golf themed time and money. Given that 70% of Top Golf’s 34M visitors
family entertainment centers led by Top Golf which is now are millennials (under 35 years old), where is the evidence of
approaching 60 locations throughout the US. A rival concept, green grass participation among that age group? Good
Drive Shack, has opened their first location in Orlando and Question.
has three more locations under construction. 4FORE! Golf
opened its first location in Lubbock, Texas. Each of these
Our supposition at the LIPG is that the “settled science” may not
concepts are played outdoors where the focus of activity is
be quite so settled after all. Given how recent the phenomena of
hitting shots at targets while playing a variety of games. Along
these off-course entertainment centers is, we may not know the
with a variety of entertainment and food and beverage
conversion rate from the non-golfing Drive Shack or Top Golf
amenities. Pop Stroke, is being introduced in Port St. Lucie.
patron, to green-grass golfer for several years. One would have to
Unlike Top Golf and Drive Shack, the focus at Pop Stroke is
conclude that the lessons are not meant to teach patrons how to
on playing a putting course. Pop Stroke also features indoor
hit the “Drive Shack” sign at the end of the range and score 100
simulators where golfers can play as many as 200 different
points. It is more likely to improve at golf played on grass. A
courses.
representative from Drive Shack – Orlando, told us that he expects
his facility to give nearly 2,000 lessons. Logic dictates that
One golf course operator, ClubCorp has invested into Big
alternative golf in any form will likely prove to be a gateway to
Shots, an indoor simulator concept providing a variety of
golf for thousands of people who may have been too intimidated to
options including entertainment games, driving range and
go directly to a green grass course.
numerous golf course options. The concept can easily be
installed into their owned and operated courses as well as
As avid golfers, we have found that we enjoy visiting these
other free- standing locations.
facilities, particularly with non-golfers. However, they will
never replace our weekly rounds on a green grass course.
The Debate
Alternative golf is just that, an alternative way to enjoy the
The recent influx of off-course entertainment centers has game we love. These venues provide a wonderful nonserved as the catalyst for an interesting debate. Are these
threatening environment to introduce non-golfers to the game.
entertainment centers good for golf? In other words, do they
During our visits to Top Golf and Drive Shack, it became
help create more traditional, green-grass facility patrons, or do readily apparent that the number of novice and inexperienced
they provide competition for those facilities siphoning away
golfers far out-numbered the avid golfers. We believe that any
patrons? Two industry research organizations, the National way you can get a golf club in someone’s hands, particularly
Golf Foundation and the Pellucid Group have completely
in an entertainment-driven environment, is positive for golf. ◊
differing opinions. The NGF conducted an extensive survey

The
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P R I VAT E C LU B R E C A P I TA L I Z AT I O N - A N A T T R AC T I V E I N V E S T M E N T
By Robert Waldron ◊ Robert.Waldron@MarcusMillichap.com

Recently,

we have received growing interest from the
investment community in private member owned golf and
country clubs. In fact, during the past year, LIPG has
successfully represented several member groups in the sale of
their clubs. These transactions typically involve equity
recapitalization which has
proven to be a win for all
parties involved. Club members
benefit by having a buyer
assume the accumulated debt
and liabilities of the club. The
buyer also makes commitments
to fund investment capital into
upgrades and improvements to
the course, facilities and
amenities without assessing members. Meanwhile, a buyer
benefits from being able to acquire club assets at a significant
discount below replacement cost. The buyer is typically
provided with a commitment from the existing members to
continue to support the club moving forward.
In recent years, we have witnessed a growing dichotomy
between upper tier private clubs and most other private clubs.
The upper tier clubs are typically exclusive, high profile, fullservice country clubs, rich in history and tradition offering
superior golf courses and amenities will continue to be
successful well into the future. The membership of these clubs
is populated by wealthy successful members of American
society and normally have waiting lists to gain entry despite
required initiation fees. Subsequently these clubs are wellcapitalized and routinely invest capital back into club facilities
in the form of improvements and upgrades.
Dodging The Private Club Death Spiral
Meanwhile, numerous member owned private clubs have
been feeling a financial pinch for quite some time, with aging
and declining memberships and limited available capital to
fund rapidly growing
deferred maintenance
on the golf course,
the facilities and
amenities. Many of
these clubs have
found themselves in
what industry experts
refer to as “the
private club death
spiral”. The death
spiral often occurs when management mistakenly focuses its
attention on cost controls and expense reductions instead of
revenue generation and value growth.

Creating a Value Proposition
Many of these facilities have been slow to change with the
times and insist on operating using an antiquated business
model favoring exclusivity over inclusivity. It is these clubs
that provide investors an excellent acquisition opportunity. A
new buyer can be successful by investing in both the asset and
the staff and following in the footsteps of the business model
proven successful for upper tier clubs.









High level value proposition
Focus attention to highly profitable revenue engine membership growth and retention
Premium levels of customer service
Excellent course conditioning
Well maintained and attractive facilities
Variety of amenities targeting entire family
Invest capital into asset repairs and replacement
Ongoing upgrades and improvements of the asset

Changing Lifestyles Impact on Clubs
Lifestyles and the use of disposable income continue to
change. The club business has transitioned into the family
entertainment business whereby clubs target ALL FAMILY
MEMBERS as opposed to just Dear Old Dad. Management
companies and ownership groups which focus strictly on
private clubs have been very successful incorporating the
family recreation and amusement concept into their business
models. This has necessitated the implementation of family
friendly activities such
as cookouts, casual
dining, fire pits, day
care for children, teen
oriented rooms and
game nights as well as
additional amenities
such
as
racquet
sports, resort style swimming pools, cigar lounges, fitness
centers, business centers, game rooms, bocce courts, expanded
driving range facilities and golf simulators.
In many cases, member owned clubs are simply not capable of
changing their operating model which truly requires a
“Control, Alt, Delete” such as a recapitalization. A new
owner with a vision and sufficient capital can often be the
difference between a club succeeding and failing. ◊
For more information about private clubs and alternative operating
structures, please contact Rob Waldron at: (813) 387-4784
rwaldron@marcusmillichap.com.
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it becomes a murkier picture for 2018. At some point, rounds
per course and price per round must improve. Since 2006 the
net course closings have averaged between 150 & 200 per year
with the majority of losses in the public, nine-hole and
functionally obsolete private courses. We still have too much
supply or not enough demand and equilibrium is still a few
years out. No one knows for sure but if we can sustain the
current participation rate or grow-it, the time frame for
equilibrium could be shorter, maybe three to five years?

between 2 percent and 3 percent annually. The current fed
funds rate is 2.5 percent. The new Fed chairman will increase
interest rates as the economy continues to heat up, in order to
combat inflation. A higher cost of debt will result in decreased
values for sellers, in turn pushing buyer going in yields higher.
The danger on the horizon from these interest rates increases
is an inversion of short-term bond rate yields above long-term
yields. In the past when this happens it almost always
predicted a recession. We are very close to an inversion right
now. We will have another recession, but when. The caution
The great news is we now have three years of 23.8 million in the 2019 prediction is, if the Fed continues to persue this
golfers, stemming the systemic losses YoY since 2011. It’s aggressive increase in interest rates, they could put us into a
interesting that committed golfers held steady for about four recession. The good news is as of this writing, the Fed seems
to realize they were too aggressive with the rate hikes and has
years at 20 million.
only penciled in two rate hikes for 2019, instead of four.
Interest Rates, Years of Flat Earnings -Effect on Golf Asset
Pricing?
This year the number of golf course/club sales was down to
107. The last time we had this few sales, was in 2009. The
average was up 20.5% and the most important measure, the
median, was up 34%. (see fig.1, Pg.1) In fact, median golf
values are back to where they were in 2014 and the average is
back to 2013 levels. So, while the news is good, the median
golf values have not recovered to their 2016 highs after steady
year over year growth that started in 2012. This year’s
increase in values indicates that 2017 was somewhat of an
aberration. It also means that as we surmised in our last
report, two years of interest rate increases combined with not
having meaningful increases in rounds, revenue and EBITDA
since 2012, may be the cause for the overall decline in golf
Fig. 2
values from the highs of 2016. We contend to have
meaningful increase in values year over year, EBITDA must
grow. While some clubs/courses have had increases in Stock Mark Volatility is Back with Vengeance:
EBITDA, it can usually be attributed to either reinvention The Dow Jones Industrial average in March of 2018 was at
capital invested into assets driving new memberships or it’s a 26,616 and as of this writing, (12/29/2018) is 22,875 a
result of expense reduction. What we have not seen yet in decrease of 3,741 or a 14% decline since March 2018. (See
golf, is organic growth from excess golfer demand over the fig. 3) The industry pundits are telling us this is normal, we
supply of existing golf assets driving both dues and greens needed a break, trillions of dollars of wealth where created
since Trump was elected. The DOW rose from around 18,000
fees.
prior to his inauguration in 2/1/2017 to 22,875 today. All that
new wealth gave both existing golf owners and new golf
Fed Increases Interest Rates Four Times
Policymakers ended a two-day meeting in December by owners increased buying power, which is good for an industry
voting to raise the central bank’s benchmark interest rate to a that relies heavily on discretionary spending. When the stock
range of 2.25 to 2.5 percent. This is the fourth rate- hike of market is growing, investors feel more bullish about buying
2018 and the ninth increase since the Fed began raising rates courses and consumers feel more confident in playing golf,
from near-zero three years ago. (See fig. 2 below) The Federal taking golf vacations, buying golf equipment, and spending
Reserve prefers to keep the fed funds rate between 2 and 5 those discretionary dollars. However, in 2018 when the stock
percent. It's the sweet spot that maintains a healthy economy. market was down, they were more cautious about spending.
That's where the nation's gross domestic product grows Similarly, a golf course buyer who may have $2M to invest,
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eating instead of just standing around. The majority of people
go there to party, but there are some that take golf seriously
and go to these off-course locations for serious golf lessons. A
year ago, the NGF did a survey of TopGolf participants and
found clear evidence these off-course entertainment
complexes are sending golfers to green grass courses. On the
other hand, The Pellucid Report disagrees. Only time will tell,
but from a logic stand point, after getting good at hitting golf
balls into big cement holes over and over and maybe taking
some lessons off-course, if you are competitive by nature, I
don’t know anyone who wouldn’t like to test their skill on a
green grass course (For a more in-depth analysis see the article
on page 3).
Fig. 3

(which is sitting in his stock account) now has 14% less to
deploy. This might result in him having to buy a less
expensive golf asset or he may even have to drop out of a deal
because his capital has eroded.
Off-Course Golf Growth
With the incredible success of Top Golf, American
Golf/Drive Shack (fig. 4), have launched their off- course golf
entertainment center similar to TopGolf in Orlando to great
fanfare and great success. In addition, ClubCorp just invested
in BigShots Golf technology. BigShots boasts golfers can play
full rounds on virtual golf courses or practice their swing
complete with statistics that include ball speed, club speed,
ball spin rate and on a driving range.

Fig. 4

With the interest in off-course golf business concepts, it is no
wonder that the NGF is adding off-course golfers to their
participation rate. With participation on course staying at the
23.8 M golfers again, if you add $8.3M off-course golfers,
the total participation is $32.1M. Can we call TopGolf,
Drive Shack and BigShots golf? Yes and no. These concepts
are really bars/entertainment venues that just have to do with
golf. Would the same concept work with outdoor bowling,
tennis? The answer is maybe, because the entertainment
concept is more about great food and beverages, great
customer service and something to do while drinking and

Conclusion and Predictions
Our team looks at the data points discussed heretofore, along
with empirical analysis from our analyst’s research to derive
both the conclusions and predictions for the current and
subsequent year. We don’t always agree, but in the end, what
follows is an alignment we can all get behind for our
predictions. Weather, interest rates and even the stock market
conspired to bring down golf course values for a second year
in a row, but they were not enough to dampen the renewed
increase in course values. Again, we have yet to see any real
growth in rounds, EBITDA or revenue in six years since the
decline in golf course values ended in 2012. So, the question
as a group that we don’t have the answer for is, was 2017’s
precipitous drop in median and average a blip and anomaly,
or was 2018’s mild recovery the blip?
If 2018 was the blip or anomaly, the bad weather of 2018 will
affect pricing of assets and their ultimate sale price in 2019.
Higher interest rates and lack of EBITDA growth similarly
will affect pricing downward. On the other hand, if 2017 was
the blip and 2018 is the start of a new trend, with the number
of golfers remain at 23.8M, (according to the NGF for the
third year in a row), and losing almost 200 net courses again
for the last four years, we continue down the inevitable path
of equilibrium with golfer demand and course supply coming
more into balance. We believe the stock market will rebound
this year, interest rate increases will not be as rapid as in the
past two years and golf course stock will continue to be
removed. This trend will help golf values. The hottest golf
course properties will continue to be golf course
conversions to residential in major metropolitan areas, but the
risks, public outcry and costs can be defeating, even if you are
zoned correctly for development. The off-course golf facilities
will continue to gain interest and we believe in the end, they
will be good for creating green golf interest and finally green
course “committed” golfers. ◊
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C A P I TA L M A R K E T S / C O U R S E F I NA N C I N G
By Kody Tibbetts ◊ Kody.Tibbetts@MarcusMillichap.com

In

2018, the US economy experienced a year full of strong
growth, four interest rate hikes, and unemployment lower
than it’s been in decades. With December’s fourth rate hike,
the central bank took the target range for its benchmark funds
rate to 2.25 percent to 2.5 percent which is the ninth since
2015. Going forward, economists are echoing patience on
future rate hikes with inflation nearing our 2% objective and
the thought that we’ve reached a point to where we can afford
to wait and assess how to adjust policy instead of taking
preemptive action. Projections for 2019 are calling for one or
two more hikes but they will likely not be until at least June if
we do more.
While it was certainly one of the best years we have had in a
while, the year’s lackluster finish has many economists
predicting growth slowing in 2019 caused by uncertainty over
concerns of higher interest rates, political turmoil in
Washington, U.S/China trade disputes and slowing global
growth. As a result, 10-year Treasury yields are now in the
mid 2.60 levels, similar to where we were during the first few
months of 2018. What does this mean for golf course owners
and investors? In short, a higher interest rate environment
negatively affects the value of all commercial real estate,
including golf courses, as EBITDA does not cover as much
debt service and loan to values decrease.
So, who is currently lending on golf? Local and regional
banks, insurance companies, SBA, bridge loan lenders, private
equity, hard money lenders and some sellers. When working
to secure financing, investors are more likely to be successful
if they have a relationship with the lender, experience as an
operator, the right loan to value ratio and the required debt
coverage ratio. The following table shows a list of lenders who
have been willing to lend on golf in the past and an example
of what the terms would typically look like. ◊
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2 0 1 8 S A L E S A C TI V I T Y — T H E $ 1M - $ 1 0 M I N V E S T M E N T T R A N C H E
By Kody Tibbetts ◊ Kody.Tibbetts@MarcusMillichap.com

This analysis focuses in the $1M - $10M investment tranche – generally considered the most important subset of golf-specific transaction activity. These values are
driven primarily by property fundamentals specific to the business of golf, and therefore most telling towards overall investor sentiment. All sales figures previously
presented in the “State of the Golf Investment Market” are derived from a larger universe of golf transactions, those between $500K—$75M, and therefore differ.

The Leisure Investment Properties Group tracked a total of 122 golf course transactions in 2018. Of the 122 total golf course
transactions, 107 of them had available sales information therefore only those were used for our analysis throughout the Investment Report. Transaction volume was at its peak between 2012 and 2014 when the market began to rebound from the
recession and investors saw opportunity to buy REO properties with substantial upside. Since the peak in 2014, a year in
which an unusually large number of portfolios traded, transaction volume has slowly tapered off as deals with immediate
upside are harder to find and more and more golf courses are either being sold for redevelopment or green space. (Golf course
redevelopment or green space transactions were not included in our analysis)

Focusing on the “core” data, the $1M to $10M Investment Tranche, we saw a total of 76 transactions take place. This
Tranche represents 71% of all transactions that we tracked in 2018 and is up 7% from 2017 when we saw many more bitesized transactions (under $1M) occur. The average sales price within this range was $3,315,750, up 4.74% from 2017’s average price of $3,165,799. The median price point fell 8% from $2,500,000 in 2017 to $2,300,000 in 2018.
In conclusion, an increase in the average value tells us that we’re seeing a healthy number of golf courses trading on the upper
-end of the Tranche compared to last year, but the decrease in the median value reveals that more golf course assets are trading on the lower-end of the Tranche. Looking forward to next year it will be interesting to see how much the weather impacts
values considering that this past year was one of the worst years of weather in recent memory. ◊
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